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Decentralized      Centralized 
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Implementation            timeline   
 
4. Quarter 2010 2. Quarter 2011 
• DTU Electrical Engineering 
• DTU Mathematics 
• DTU Mechanical Engineering 
• DTU Risø  
• DTU Veterinary 
 
 
• DTU Aqua 
• DTU Chemical Engineering 
• DTU Chemistry 
• DTU Civil Engineering 
• DTU Food 
• DTU Informatics 
• DTU Nanotech  
• DTU Systems Biology 
1. Quarter 2011 3.-4. Quarter 2011 
• DTU Environment 
• DTU Space 
• DTU Fotonik 
• DTU Transport 
• DTU Management Engineering 
• DTU Physics 
• DTU Cen 
• DTU Business 
• DTU Adm 
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Establishing the DTU registration team 
 
              
   
+ 
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DTU departments & other entities 
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     Work tasks 
 Period Task Description Daily/weekly Registration  • DTU & External publications  
• Edit previously created publications 
• Import/export PXA-files 
• Proof reading and random checks 
• Support       + 
• Presentations, seminars, tutorials etc.  
• Registration meetings (once a week) 
Jan-October Bibliometric research 
indicator work (BFI) 
• Screening errors 
• Conflicts  
May+Dec. Data clean-up Duplicate check (DOI, title etc.) 
May+Dec. Publication status  Publications with the status: submitted, accepted, in press, e-
pub ahead of print are reviewed for status changes 
Ongoing Open Access Work to ensure that DTU can achieve the 2017 OA target goal 
of 80% 
May+November Additional harvest 
(Findit) 
Findit supplementary run to find the publications that are not 
found through the daily queries 
May+November   Reminder  Biannual & annual e-mail to departments (incl. publication 
numbers) 
Ad hoc Pure reports Monthly reports for departmental newsletters, special reports 
etc. 
Ad hoc Pure tests Updates+releases 
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Annual  
Cycle 
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          Workload  
 
 
 
 
2014 2015* 
 
DTU publications  
 
 
7.151 
 
4.331 
 
          to orbit@dtu.dk 
 
 
2.029 
 
1.246 
* per. 19.10.2015 
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Orbit – DTU’s research database 
 
   
Orbit 
Orbit      2010 Orbit 2010-2014 
    Orbit 
 (Pure) 
Orbit     2014 
    Orbit 
 (Pure) 
 
Researchers access/upload via 
Findit (MyPublication), the team 
registers the publications in Pure. 
Orbit is developed & 
hosted by DTU Library. 
Now researchers 
access/ upload via 
Pure. 
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Findit – online source in Pure 
 
Databases Publishers Organizations Other Article 
Collections 
Repositories 
Biosis Previews. 
Compendex. 
FSTA. 
Inspec. 
Pubmed. 
Scopus. 
Web of Science. 
Annual Reviews. 
Berkeley Electronic Press. 
Cambridge Univ. Press. 
Elsevier. 
Emerald. 
IOS. 
Karger. 
Mary Ann Liebert. 
Nature. 
Oxford Univ. Press. 
SAGE.  
Science Magazine. 
Scientific net. 
Scientific Research Publ. 
Springer. 
Walter De Gruyter. 
Wiley. 
ACM 
ACS 
ASTM 
BMC 
IEL 
Int-Res 
IOP 
NRC 
PNAS 
PSC 
SIAM 
SPIE 
Academics Search Elite 
(EBSCO). 
Business Search Premier 
(EBSCO). 
Dansk Artikel Index. 
DOAJ. 
Jstor. 
arXiv.org. 
Caltech. 
CERN. 
CiteSeer. 
Digital Library for Earth 
System Education. 
Dspace at MIT. 
Electronics and Computer 
Science Eprints Database. 
Numdam. 
Organic Eprints. 
Project Euclid, Cornell Univ. 
QutEprints. 
Findit is an integrated search and delivery platform for all library resources at 
DTU. Contains more than 195 million records. Among the data sources are:   
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Findit – data process and query 
 
  
Data deduplication 
       ~400M 
 
Publishers 
       ~30 
 
Databases     
      ~10 
 
Preprints  
     ~10 
 
    Orbit   
   (Pure ) 
 
 
       ~195M 
 
Automated search 
     (Daily query) 
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Findit query  
Master data > Organisational units > National Space Institute > Automated search 
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Registration ~ 60% 
Publications automatically found in Findit 
     Research            Publication      Findit         Registration team     Orbit (Pure) 
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Upload ~ 40% 
DTU researchers upload missing publications 
      Research            Publication      Findit         Registration team    Orbit (Pure) 
Upload 
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DTU researcher 
 
  
1 
2 
17 
File upload form  
 
 
 Publication types 
• Contribution to conference (Article/Abstract/Poster) 
• Report (Contribution to report) 
• Book (Contribution to book) 
• Ph.D. thesis 
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Central Research Registration 
Editor > Publications > Organisations with import candidates 
  
2 3 1 
1. Organisational unit 
2. Uploads 
3. Findit query 
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Central Research Registration 
Uploads from researchers 
     
Notes 
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Central Research Registration  
Upload registration 
     
Transferred data 
• Title field 
• Uploader’s name 
• Uploader’s organisational unit  
• Attached file 
• Notes 
Title 
Name 
Unit 
File 
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Central Research Registration 
Findit query 
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Central Research Registration 
Findit registration 
     
Transferred data 
• Title 
• Abstract 
• Page (from-to) 
• Author(s) 
• Journal, Volume, Issue 
• Publication date 
• Submission year 
• Keywords 
• DOI 
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      to DTU researchers  
– when added to a publication (+ request to send post-print version) 
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Central research registration results 
Summary 
   Happy DTU researchers (more time to research)   
    Rationalization of registration resources 
    Better data quality - coherent practice  
    More publications (DTU annual report) 
 from 2010: 4.336 to 2014: 6.176 (+1.840) 
    More Open Access articles  
 from 2010: 18% to 2014: 40% (+22%) 
    Contact and collaboration between DTU Library and   
        departments/individual researchers 
